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CSS Framework Alternatives: Explore Five Lightweight Alternatives to Bootstrap and Foundation with Project ExamplesApress, 2018

	
		Learn how to use lightweight CSS framework alternatives to build intuitive websites. This book presents five project examples that use Skeleton, Miligram, UI Kit, Material Design Lite and Susy. 
	
		


		
			This no-nonsense introduction will help you understand the concept of designing interactive websites using...
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Cosmos DB for MongoDB Developers: Migrating to Azure Cosmos DB and Using the MongoDB APIApress, 2018

	
		
			
				
					Learn Azure Cosmos DB and its MongoDB API with hands-on samples and advanced features such as the multi-homing API, geo-replication, custom indexing, TTL, request units (RU), consistency levels, partitioning, and much more. Each chapter explains Azure Cosmos DB’s features and functionalities by...
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Firewalls Don’t Stop Dragons: A Step-by-Step Guide to Computer Security for Non-TechiesApress, 2018

	
		Rely on this practical, end-to-end guide on cyber safety and online security written expressly for a non-technical audience. You will have just what you need to protect yourself?step by step, without judgment, and with as little jargon as possible. Just how secure is your computer right now? You probably don't really know....
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Learn Raspberry Pi Programming with Python: Learn to Program on the World's Most Popular Tiny ComputerApress, 2018

	Learn how to program your nifty new $35 computer to make a web spider, a weather station, a media server, and more. This book explores how to make a variety of fun and even useful projects, from a web bot to search and download files to a toy to drive your pets insane.
	
		

		Even if you're completely new to programming in...
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Building Intelligent Systems: A Guide to Machine Learning EngineeringApress, 2018

	Produce a fully functioning Intelligent System that leverages machine learning and data from user interactions to improve over time and achieve success.
	
		


		
			This book teaches you how to build an Intelligent System from end to end and leverage machine learning in practice. You will understand how to apply your...
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Building Your Online Store With WordPress and WooCommerce: Learn to Leverage the Critical Role E-commerce Plays in Today’s Competitive MarketplaceApress, 2018

	
		Teaches you all about e-commerce and how to create your own online shop using WordPress and WooCommerce. Regardless of a business’s size, e-commerce helps level the playing field, increases a business’s exposure, allows companies to reach customers globally, and streamlines the fulfillment process. In the past, e-commerce...
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DevOps for SharePoint: With Packer, Terraform, Ansible, and VagrantApress, 2018

	Deploy a SharePoint farm in a repeatable, predictable, and reliable fashion using Infrastructure as Code (IaC) techniques to automate provisioning. Savvy IT pros will learn how to use DevOps practices and open source tools to greatly reduce costs, and streamline management operations for SharePoint farms deployed via Amazon Web Services...
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Python Data Analytics: With Pandas, NumPy, and MatplotlibApress, 2018

	Explore the latest Python tools and techniques to help you tackle the world of data acquisition and analysis. You'll review scientific computing with NumPy, visualization with matplotlib, and machine learning with scikit-learn. 

	

	This revision is fully updated with new content on social media data analysis, image...
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Beginning STM32: Developing with FreeRTOS, libopencm3 and GCCApress, 2018

	
		Using FreeRTOS and libopencm3 instead of the Arduino software environment, this book will help you develop multi-tasking applications that go beyond Arduino norms. In addition to the usual peripherals found in the typical Arduino device, the STM32 device includes a USB controller, RTC (Real Time Clock), DMA (Direct Memory Access...
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Mastering VMware vSphere 6.7: Effectively deploy, manage, and monitor your virtual datacenter with VMware vSphere 6.7, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Unleash the power of VMware vSphere 6.7 to develop a powerful, flexible, and secure digital infrastructure

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore management, security, scalability, and availability with vSphere 6.7
	
			Design, deploy, and manage VMware vSphere virtual datacenters
	...
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Network Analysis Using Wireshark 2 Cookbook: Practical recipes to analyze and secure your network using Wireshark 2, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Over 100 recipes to analyze and troubleshoot network problems using Wireshark 2

	
		Key Features

		
			Place Wireshark 2 in your network and configure it for effective network analysis
	
			Deep dive into the enhanced functionalities of Wireshark 2 and protect your network with ease

...
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Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning Fundamentals: Develop real-world applications powered by the latest AI advancesPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Create AI applications in Python and lay the foundations for your career in data science 

	
		Key Features

		
			Practical examples that explain key machine learning algorithms
	
			Explore neural networks in detail with interesting examples
	
			Master core AI concepts with...
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